ABSTRACT Polarization of opinion is an important feature of public debate on political, social and cultural topics. The availability of large internet databases of users' ratings has permitted quantitative analysis of polarization trends-for instance, previous studies have included analyses of controversial topics on Wikipedia, as well as the relationship between online reviews and a product's perceived quality. Here, we study the dynamics of polarization in the movie ratings collected by the Internet Movie database (IMDb) website in relation to films produced over the period 1915-2015. We define two statistical indexes, dubbed hard and soft controversiality, which quantify polarized and uniform rating distributions, respectively. We find that controversy decreases with popularity and that hard controversy is relatively rare. Our findings also suggest that more recent movies are more controversial than older ones and we detect a trend of "convergence to the mainstream" with a time scale of roughly 40-50 years. This phenomenon appears qualitatively different from trends observed in both online reviews of commercial products and in political debate, and we speculate that it may be connected with the absence of long-lived "echo chambers" in the cultural domain. This hypothesis can and should be tested by extending our analysis to other forms of cultural expression and/or to databases with different demographic user bases.
Introduction P olarization in public opinion has been the subject of many analyses in the past, due to its important implications in politics, social sciences, economy and marketing. The availability of large digital datasets has allowed in the last decade a quantitative real-world analysis that produced many new insights into how polarization begins and evolves, as well as on how cultural or demographic differences affect its phenomenology. This new area of research has also been accompanied by sophisticated mathematical models that simulate the exchange of opinions and reveal the statistical mechanisms that underlie opinion dynamics, as for instance in Castellano et al. (2009) .
Most analyses have so far been devoted to polarization in regard to political themes, as a way of better understanding the origin and trends of possible conflicts among the citizens. Another area of research, of particular interest to the field of marketing, has developed around polarization of consumers' opinions about commercial items, from restaurants to home goods. Automated searches and characterizations of controversial topics, such as those raised on social media, could allow politicians or marketers to effectively identify and address complaints or concerns regarding policies or products.
A less substantial body of research has been directed towards the quantitative assessment of polarizations in taste in relation to cultural products (such as films and literature) and their evolution with time. While the question of whether modern democratic societies are becoming more or less polarized on political issues, such as gun control or abortion, has been repeatedly addressed and hotly debated (DiMaggio et al., 1996; McCarty et al., 2006; Baldassarri and Bearman, 2007; Fiorina and Abrams, 2008; Fischer and Mattson, 2009; Garcia et al., 2015; Koutra et al., 2015) , much less effort has been devoted to similar questions about cultural expression, as we discuss below. Controversiality can arise as a consequence of artistic innovation, or because a work of art explores sensitive topics such as religion, politics, ethics or even simply because it appeals to a particular demographic section of society and not others. Kostelanetz (2000) claims in A Dictionary of the Avant-Gardes: "My basic measures of avant-garde work are esthetic innovation and initial unacceptability". A high degree of controversy can then be seen as a sign of innovative work of art, although of course it is by no means a sufficient condition. This paper presents a contribution to this particular area by studying the evolution of controversy in the public perception of movies and its dependence on demographic factors. We employ the data collected by the Internet Movie database (IMDb) website, where viewers rate movies from 1 (worst) to 10 (best). The IMDb database is a large and continuously updated catalogue that also includes demographic details related to age, gender and geographic origin. Using the data available we are able to formulate a mathematical rationalization of trends and, at the same time, offer perspectives and terminology that could inform further future research. We expect that our methodology could be applied to other forms of expression, such as music and literature, and that the results of our enquiry could provide a suitable basis for psychological, sociological and philosophical evaluations of the issues at hand.
Terminology. In this study we identify two different kinds of controversiality: one in which the debate is polarized at the two extremes of the spectrum, and another in which opinions distribute evenly across it. Here, we will use the term "controversy" to refer to both these possibilities, and the term "polarization" only for the first kind of controversiality.
Literature review
The issue of controversy in the public debate has been most often analysed on an episodic basis. A casual search of the keyword "controversy" or related terminology in any journal database retrieves hundreds of papers dealing with particular controversies in any field of sciences or humanities. Some attempts at identifying common patterns in controversies arising in science or philosophy have been presented in the literature, notably starting with the famous work on the scientific revolutions by Kuhn (1962) . Although limited to analyses of a few cases in specific fields, nevertheless these works have supported the idea that controversies might have universal features.
The advent of the internet, of digital databases and of social media, has allowed researchers to analyse for the first time huge quantities of data related to all fields of human expression. Social media like Twitter and Wikipedia offer a fascinating opportunity for extensive research on automated identification of controversial topics, on their classification and on their common features. Akoglu (2014); Mejova et al. (2014) analyse US online news outlets and political databases in search of reliable indicators of controversiality and of language features. Yasseri et al. (2014) investigates the multicultural aspects of Wikipedia by searching for the most controversial topics, identified as those that were subjected to "edit wars" between editors with different views. In Garimella et al. (2015) the authors focus on measuring the degree of controversy in Twitter conversations on particular topics, such as news items, with the aim of automatizing the task of finding and comparing controversial news. In Koutra et al. (2015) the controversial topic of gun control was selected and studied across web-sites in order to track and analyse reactions to a shocking news event. Additional studies on Twitter and Wikipedia controversies include those by Conover et al. (2011), Yardi and Boyd (2010) , Rad and Barbosa (2012) and Pennacchiotti and Popescu (2010) .
All these works deal with social media and, mostly, with political controversies or other topics related to news or issues of popular interest, such as sport. Clearly such opinions are heavily influenced by demography and by events like elections, sport results, conflicts or economic developments (McCarty et al., 2006; Fiorina and Abrams, 2008; Yardi and Boyd, 2010; Garcia et al., 2015) . One expects controversies in art and, specifically, in movies to be less affected by the latter short-term events and, in particular, to feature different temporal trends. Controversy in cultural debate has been the subject of only limited quantitative studies. In Hu et al. (2009) , the average distribution of ratings of books and DVDs on Amazon was found to follow a universal J-shaped distribution. The same pattern is implicit in the findings of Cai et al. (2013) among raters of musical items. Similar research in an online collaborative platform for scholarly projects instead found a rating distribution peaked at around 75% of the maximum score (Bell and Ippolito, 2011) . While the study of the average distribution of ratings is not our prime focus, here we compare our results to these findings. Godes and Silva (2012) finds a decrease of online ratings for books after initial reviews, attributed to different types of users who post reviews at different stages: fans first, casual readers later on; they report that the decrease seems to stabilize roughly one year after the first reviews. In Sun (2012a) , the average and variance of book ratings are correlated to sales, and a positive correlation of variance-sales is observed when the average is below a certain threshold, perhaps because the rating scatter attracts the attention of potential readers.
Ratings have also been analysed in other contexts. Zhang et al. (2014) considered the temporal evolution of the average and the variance of online restaurant ratings over a period of 10 years. They find that while the average rating steadily increases over time, the variance correspondingly decreases. In Moe and Schweidel (2012) the authors find that frequent raters of home ARTICLE PALGRAVE COMMUNICATIONS | DOI: 10.1057 DOI: 10. /palcomms.2015 products tend to post worse and more varied ratings than casual raters, thereby increasing overall variance over time. These trends of mean and variances bear some similarities, but also important differences, with respect to our findings, as we will discuss in the next sections.
A few works performed a statistical study of film ratings, although not connected to controversiality. In what can be considered a pioneer work on social media ante litteram, Wanderer (1970) tests whether film ratings assigned by professional critics agree with those assigned by normal viewers, finding only marginal differences. Holbrook (2005) employs IMDb data to assess the same question, finding a similarly high correlation among ratings, but also detecting low correlation among movies recommended by professional critics and movie popularity (that is, frequently reviewed by ordinary users). In Moon et al. (2010) , the authors find significant correlations between film ratings in internet databases, both from ordinary viewers and from professional critics, and box office revenues. Liu (2006) finds that movie audiences are more critical just after a movie is released, and that online activity correlates well with box-office revenues.
The database we employ in the current work, IMDb, has been previously analysed from different perspectives. Kostakos (2009) compares IMDb with other sources of ratings and discusses the rating bias induced by the website design. Hoßfeld et al. (2011) analysed 2 million movie ratings and argued that substantial information could be gathered by studying the standard deviations of these ratings (in contrast to just the means). Koh et al. (2010) finds that online ratings in IMDb and in a similar Chinese website, douban.com, represent the underlying perceived quality of movies in a way that differs among cultures (United States, China and Singapore). US citizens are more likely to underreport and, therefore, more likely to produce an average score that is different from the perceived average. US citizens also seem more likely to give ratings that are closer to the minimum or maximum vote than previous ones, while Chinese users do the opposite. They find their result to be in agreement with expectations based on the "individualism-collectivism" and "long-term orientation" axes of Hofstede's cultural dimensions theory (Hofstede, 2001 ). Otterbacher (2013) finds a clear linguistic difference in film reviews written by males and females and also on their degree of perceived usefulness to other users. To conclude, two main issues investigated in the present study, controversiality in the movie rating distributions and the longterm time trends of ratings assigned to the same movies, appear not to have been investigated in the past.
Methods
It is not obvious how to characterize controversiality on a quantitative basis. Here, we propose two basic ways. One is when a movie gets many very positive and many very negative ratings-a so-called "love-hate movie". We term this "hard" controversiality. The other occurs when a movie splits opinions across a broader spectrum, generating discord among voters. In the extreme case, this leads to a roughly equal distribution of votes across all possible ratings. We term this phenomenon "soft" controversiality. 1 We define the indexes H and S as normalized measures of hard and soft controversiality, respectively: H is unity only for a completely polarized rating distribution of 1s and 10s, while S is unity only when each rating is assigned by 1/10 of the users. Although both H and S vanish for unanimous distributions, we identify least controversial movies with movies with lowest H. Indeed, as discussed below, H is built upon the concept of variance, and unanimity is connected with the state of lowest variance. Low H, high S and high H characterize the three broad classes into which distributions defined in a small range of values (ratings 1-10) will typically fall: peaked (i.e. a single, prominent peak), flat or polarized (i.e. two well separated peaks), respectively.
Mathematically, we define H as a normalized standard deviation:
is the number of votes of the rating r i = i, N is the total number of votes,
is the average rating, and c H 2 is the highest possible variance. The largest value c H = 4.5 is obtained if half the ratings are 1 and half are 10 (a completely polarized distribution). The use of the variance to characterize polarization has been advocated in the past by several authors (DiMaggio et al., 1996; Baldassarri and Bearman, 2007; Hu et al., 2009; Hoßfeld et al., 2011; ; Zhang et al., 2014) . Note that, although high H can indicate bimodality, that is, two peaks not necessarily located at the boundaries of the distribution, H is not optimized for this role (for a comparison with bimodality estimators see Supplementary Information: comparison with estimators of bimodality).
Soft controversiality S in turn can be defined as
which is a square root of a χ 2 statistics relative to the flat distribution with p i = 0.1, normalized with c S ¼ ffiffiffiffiffiffi 0:9 p in such a way that it vanishes if all votes are given to a single rating r i . To our knowledge, no estimator similar to S has been introduced before in the context of rating distributions.
Results
We evaluate then H and S for each of the feature movies listed in IMDb, from 1915 to 2014 (our data was collected in January 2015), with a breakdown in a few demographic categories. To avoid fluctuations arising from small-number statistics, we consider only movies with at least N = 1000 ratings. 2 There are 19,017 feature movies with this many ratings, with almost 440 million individual ratings. This represents, for instance, a factor of four more ratings than the data used in Kostakos (2009) and two orders of magnitude larger than in Hoßfeld et al. (2011) . Figure 1 shows the number of movies as a function of the release year, while the average rating distribution for all movies and various demographic subgroups is given in Fig. 2 (for a comparison of this distribution with other online review distributions see Supplementary Information: the average rating distribution). The average rating is approximately 7, independent of the demographic subgroup considered.
We show in Fig. 3 the distribution of H (top panel) and S (bottom panel), respectively. In each plot, we show separately the distributions of movies with votes in the range 1,000 ⩽ No50,000 (1-50k case) and N ⩾ 50,000 (50k+ case); see Supplementary  Fig. 2 for the overall distributions. The average H for the 1-50k case is H¼ 0:45 and for the 50k+ case is H¼ 0:40. The average S for the 1-50k case is S¼ 0:72 and for the 50k+ case is S¼ 0:69. The latter averages already show that controversy decreases with the number of votes N, which we take as an estimator of the "popularity" of a movie. The actual trends of H and S with respect to N are shown in Supplementary Fig. 2 . The distributions of votes for the twenty most controversial movies are shown in Fig. 4 (top and middle panels). As expected, the rating distribution of movies with a high value of H is strongly polarized, while movies with a high value of S have a very flat distribution and all ratings are similarly represented. The distributions of the 20 least controversial movies (lowest H) are shown in the bottom panel. Note that these low-controversy movies are not just unanimously bad or good: the votes are instead mostly peaked around 7 or 8, with an approximately Gaussian distribution. Therefore, it appears as if the "concordance vote" is around 7 or 8: people do not seem to be able to agree on, say, a rating of 3. A peak in the ratings around 75% of the highest score has also been reported in Bell and Ippolito (2011) and, on a more episodic basis, in Sun (2012b) . We do not only find that both mean and mode of the aggregate rating distribution is around 7-8 (see Fig. 2 ) but also that movies with this average rating are those with tighter consensus. The correlation between H, S and average rating r is shown in Fig. 5 . Good and bad movies are clustered in adjacent regions. Movies with average rating-those that, as explained below, can have highest H and S-are clustered along a boomerang-like region of the parameter space. The fact that this region defines a non-invertible relation between H and S shows the complementarity of the two indexes of controversiality.
A flat distribution may be interpreted as a very broad-peaked distribution. This situation of "no-consensus" corresponds to H flat = 0.64 (and of course S = 1). Therefore, peaked distributions can only produce controversy indexes in the range 0 ⩽ H ⩽ H flat and we adopt H flat as the threshold for polarized distributions. The first interesting result we find is that high H controversiality is rare. There are 606 movies (3.6%) with H4H flat for the 1-50k case and only 5 movies (0.24%) for the 50k+ case. To make a comparison, we consider the symmetric value of H around the middle value of 1/2: H low ≡ 1 − H flat = 0.36. We find 1,765 movies (10%) with HoH low for the 1-50k case and 605 movies (29%) for the 50k+ case.
It is interesting to note that if one assumes that each rating is composed of a linear combination of independent subcategories (the quality of the actors, screenplay, photography and so on), each with a particular distribution, then the Central Limit Theorem would imply that the final rating distribution should be well approximated by a Gaussian. Under such an assumption, polarized (high H) movies are characterized by a failure of this scenario, with a few subcategories dominating the overall vote or strongly correlated with each other. This issue could be investigated with more detailed data as part of future analysis.
Release year trends. As indicated earlier, we show that both H and S decrease with growing N. This seems to tell us that either controversial movies do not become very popular or that they lose their controversiality as they do so. The opposite possibility, that controversiality induces a widespread debate that in turn leads to increased popularity (of the kind apparently detected in Sun, 2012a, for low-rated books) is not supported by our findings; perhaps this effect, if present at all, is lost among the other factors of popularity, such as advertisement, language, genre and so on. For more details and a summary plot of the relevant correlations among parameters see Supplementary Information: correlations. Our database spans a full century of movies and can be further partitioned into various demographic categories according to age group, gender and nationality (see Table 1 ). Figure 6 shows how the statistics r, H and S vary with movie release year for the various categories. Several conclusions can be drawn from these results: first, older movies have a substantially higher average rating than more recent movies (see Fig. 6, top panel) . A straightforward explanation is that old movies are watched again and rated only if they are good. It is interesting to note-perhaps surprisingly in view of previous studies that showed marked cultural or gender-related differences (Koh et al., 2010; Otterbacher, 2013) -that this trend is robust against age, gender and geographic origin of the voters: the slope does not change significantly when particularizing the analysis to a given demographic subset. The effect of popularity is instead well visible in all plots and implies a marked correlation with N (for more details see Supplementary Information: correlations).
In regard to trends of the controversiality indexes H and S, as already mentioned, a movie can have a high H or S only if r is not far from 5.5 (otherwise the distribution cannot be polarized nor flat). Therefore, we consider a bin 4oro7 centred around 5.5 in order to remove any correlation of H and S with r. The trend of H and S shows that controversy increases with release year. This result also remains true after organizing the data according to gender, age group or geographic origin of the votes, and is stronger for popular movies when analysing separately the 1-50k and 50k+ cases. All these trends are shown in the last two panels of Fig. 6 .
We also find that, compared to the case "all" of Fig. 6 , if one considers separately movies produced before 1990 there is little change in the trends relative to r and H, and only a moderate increase in slope of the S trend. Therefore, the ever-increasing rate of movie production (see Fig. 1 ) does not have a significant impact on the release year trends studied in this section.
We note that a source of bias can potentially come from users who try to rig the votes in some way. The IMDb employs a non-disclosed algorithm to minimize the impact of these unrepresentative votes, and the final rating of a movie is obtained from a weighted mean, in which suspicious votes count for less (IMDb, 2015) . Therefore, large values of the estimator D = |weighted mean − arithmetic mean| should signal movies with rigged rating distributions. We tested the effect of discarding all movies with D ⩾ 1 and concluded it has little impact on the trend of H and S with respect to release year, as can be seen in Fig. 6 .
In summary, we find that the trends of r, H and S with release year are robust against different binning strategies and against demographic and quality cuts. All the linear regressions shown in Fig. 6 feature a slope that is greater than zero at more than 20σ confidence level, which corresponds to a P-value of 10 − 88 . The only exception is the case 50k+, which, due to the smaller sample, has a slope greater than zero at 7σ confidence level (P-value of 10 − 12 ). We take our reference sample to be composed of the 9,566 movies with 4rrr7, 1-50k number of votes, quality cut D ⩽ 1 and votes from all demographics together. The corresponding linear regressions are: Evolution with respect to time of observation. In the previous section we analysed how average ratings and hard and soft controversiality depend on the movie release year p. 3 Here we consider how the parameters r, H and S depend on the time t of observation, that is, of data collection. In order to perform a robust test of these behaviours, we need two surveys well separated in time. We thus make use of preliminary data collected in January 2013, almost exactly two years before the main data set used in this work. This preliminary data were limited to movies produced between 1950 and 2012 and with more than 5,000 votes, for a total of 6,030 movies, with no breakdown in demographic subgroups. This analysis is particularly important as far as our subject matter is concerned for it is not obvious how to interpret the fact that old movies appear to be less controversial than recent ones. This might be either because the film industry is producing more controversial movies (the sophistication scenario) 4 or because movie-goers are likely to find a film more controversial when it is first produced, but their strong love/hate feelings fade over time (the convergence scenario). A combination of both scenarios is of course also possible. This reflects the eternal debate about "modern art" (Gans, 1974; Siegel, 1982; Levine, 1988; Kuspit, 1991; Newman, 2009) : is art becoming more and more abstruse and, therefore, controversial, or are people more likely to accept an artistic avant-garde when they are temporally distanced from it? In the first scenario, the H index obtained in a survey performed at the time t relative to movies produced in year p-we call this quantity H p (t)-remains constant when changing t. In the second scenario, H p (t) decreases when increasing t. The same should apply to S. As we show below, there is evidence that the convergence scenario is favored over the sophistication scenario.
In Fig. 7 we show the change of the parameters r, H and S as a function of the parameter itself for each of the 6,030 movies mentioned above. A clear correlation is evident, which suggests a simple linear model for the average evolution in t of the parameters:
where X represents the value of r, H and S at time t as due to all votes casted at times previous than t. In other words, we are dealing with the temporal evolution of integrated quantities. A positive value of τ X means that the evolution converges to X * . The characteristic time τ X represents the time scale for such evolution. A fit of data gives the values listed in Table 2 , from which one concludes that hard and soft controversiality of movies do indeed converge to low non-controversial values (compare H * and S * with the distributions of Fig. 3 ) with very similar characteristic times of approximately 40-50 years. 5 After this period, a controversial movie is likely to be classified as fully mainstream. The average rating converges towards 5 with a significantly longer characteristic time. Interestingly, this makes the evolution of H and S become independent of r for, as discussed before, the controversiality indexes are uncorrelated with the average rating if the latter takes central values. The statistical significance of the characteristic times is always very high, as one can infer from the errors quoted in Table 2 .
Three important temporal factors could affect the voting trends in recent decades. First, movies released more recently have had a shorter voting time than earlier movies. Furthermore, since IMDb launched in 1990, only movies released after this date had a chance of being voted for when first screened, when one expects movies to be discussed more-except for famous classic films. Finally, internet usage has increased dramatically and continuously since IMDb was launched. Within our data this is demonstrated by the fact that the average number of ratings has grown significantly with respect to the release year (see Supplementary Information: Correlations). In order to study how important the consequences of these trends are, we show in Table 2 the characteristic times for movies produced before and after 1990. We obtain similar parameters regarding S and r but 20% different characteristic times as far as H is concerned. A more thorough assessment of these effects would involve analysing the evolution of non-integrated estimators. This can form the basis of future research.
Then we studied how the characteristic times depend on the number of votes N. Table 2 shows the characteristic times of r, H and S for two non-overlapping bins in popularity and Fig. 8 shows the characteristic times for movies with number of votes greater than a given number in the x-axis. A clear trend is evident: the controversiality of popular movies decreases faster than that of less popular movies. This is in agreement with the findings in Fig. 6 , where very popular movies are seen to show a faster rise in controversiality with release year then less popular ones. This could imply that movies that are more "discussed" reach consensus more rapidly, that is, converge faster to a peaked distribution. This seems to support a scenario of "convergence through interaction", as often studied in social dynamics (Baldassarri and Bearman, 2007; Castellano et al., 2009) , in contrast to the opposite pattern of the so-called "echo chamber" effect (Jamieson and Cappella, 2010) , that is, strong interaction only within like-minded communities. The evolution of soft controversy seems to be more sensitive to popularity than hard controversy. Finally, the same analysis relative to r shows that the characteristic time increases, suggesting that popular movies have a more stable average rating.
As we have seen, the fitted parameters depend on the movie popularity, which in turn depends on t. Nonetheless, as the dependence is not very strong we can treat τ X as constant and integrate the previous equation to obtain the following approximate exponential behaviour:
where X 0 = X p (t 0 ).
The results outlined here support the idea that while all movies are created on average equal (i.e. the distribution of the initial amount of controversiality is almost independent of release year), the subsequent evolution de-polarizes the audiences. As a consequence, today older movies appear less controversial than modern ones. It is interesting to note that previous works on online rating trends reported either an increase in mean and a decrease in variance , or vice versa (Moe and Schweidel, 2012) . Our findings, that the mean converges to the central value of the spectrum and at the same time the variance decreases (though with a different characteristic time), a phenomenon that we term "convergence to mainstream", appear to be novel.
Future work
One of our main results is that controversial films slowly lose their controversiality as time passes, converging to mainstream in the scale of 4-5 decades in a way described by an exponential decay. Although this simple model fits the data well, it might be the case that the true governing law is different. Since we have only used two datasets, collected in January 2013 and January 2015, we cannot elaborate further on this issue. One would need data collected at further epochs to get a more refined understanding of the convergence. Another limitation is that since our 2013 survey did not include demographic data we cannot estimate the dependence of the characteristic times on different user categories.
Further future research could involve obtaining data that includes the epoch of each vote. This would allow us to study the evolution of instantaneous, rather than integrated, parameters (H, S and r), which would prove helpful in order to understand the underlining dynamics of patterns of controversiality in movies.
Our results, like all those based on online ratings or reviews, may also be limited by underreporting biases (Hu et al., 2009 ) and other unknown biases inherent in every survey (Schuman and Scott, 1987) . It must be clear that here we can only discuss the controversiality among the IMDb raters and not of the general public at large; still, invoking the same argument as in Schuman and Scott (1987) , we might expect that the changes, rather than the absolute values, within the same group are a robust indicator of public opinion.
As Koh et al. (2010) identified, US users in IMDb strongly underreport their opinions, distinctively more so than Chinese users of douban.com. Since we find no strong difference among US users and non-US users in our IMDb data, this may imply that all IMDb users have similar behaviour (which in itself merits further investigation). Koh et al. (2010) also claim that other websites based on a recommendation system (like MovieLens) and not purely on online reviewing are less subject to underreporting bias. Therefore, it would be valuable to conduct a similar study on data from other movie review sites.
Conclusions
In the present work we address the issue of controversiality of films from a quantitative and statistical point of view. We find that old movies are significantly better rated than more recent ones, and popular movies are significantly better rated than less popular ones. In addition, we find that controversy decreases with popularity and that hard controversy is relatively rare: only 3.6% of the movies are above the value that separates peaked distributions from polarized distributions. Furthermore, we find that modern movies are judged to be more controversial than old ones and, at the same time, we find a trend of "convergence to mainstream" with a time scale of roughly 40-50 years. A decrease in the characteristic time scale with popularity seems to support a scenario of convergence through interaction. We also find that the average rating converges to the central value of the spectrum 4.7 ± 0.5 4.8 ± 0.5 4 ± 1 5.6 ± 0.8 4.7 ± 0.5 τ H 45 ± 1 4 2 ± 1 4 1 ± 2 3 7 ± 2 4 8 ± 1 H * 0.21 ± 0.02 0.24 ± 0.02 0.19 ± 0.03 0.25 ± 0.03 0.20 ± 0.02 τ S 42 ± 2 4 2 ± 2 3 3 ± 2 4 1 ± 2 4 3 ± 2 S with a longer time scale of 100-150 years. These results have been found to be robust with respect to demographic breakdown (whenever we could perform such breakdown). Finally, we observe that the overall distribution of votes does not follow a simple J or U-shape (see Supplementary Information: the average rating distribution), as other online review systems do (Hu et al., 2009; Koh et al., 2010) . Instead, it exhibits a double edge-peaked trimodal distribution, resembling a J V shape, which is also universal among demographic subgroups. The causes behind this unusual shape merit further analysis. The history of art, and of culture in general, has witnessed the phenomenon in which avant-gardes that have been initially considered controversial, have then over time become accepted as part of the mainstream (unless they disappear without leaving significant traces). It is worth noting the many derisive epithets initially employed against avant-gardes (for example, impressionism, fauvism, constructivism, cubism) that are today the mainstay of the most important museums of modern art. Similar processes seem also to constellate the scientific debate, where consensus ultimately often emerges after years or decades of heated discussion, as in the famous controversy over the foundations of quantum mechanics between, among others, Einstein and Bohr, or the debate of early twentieth century astronomy on the nature of nebulae. 6 Our results, although limited to a particular form of expression, movies, might be seen to be a confirmation of these phenomena. In contrast, political or ethical debate is often characterized by increasing polarization (or ideological radicalization, as is often denoted in this context) (Sunstein, 2002; Garcia et al., 2015; Koutra et al., 2015) , although the extent of this process has been debated in, for instance, DiMaggio et al. (1996) , Fiorina and Abrams (2008) and Fischer and Mattson (2009) . When radicalization occurs, sometimes it has been attributed to the "echo chamber" effect, a reinforcing of previous opinion through interaction only within close and homogeneous communities. One can then hypothesise that echo chambers are harder to build or to maintain in the artistic or cultural realm than in the political or ethical one, where organized groups might have a great and direct advantage in polarizing their audiences. In view of a broader discussion of such speculative arguments, the extension of the quantitative analysis of controversiality to other online databases with different demographic user bases and other forms of cultural expression such as musical and literary compositions appears to be a pressing task.
Notes
1 Similar controversy patterns are found in other areas tarrow (Dascal, 1998; Tarrow, 2008) . 2 This threshold refers to the full dataset; demographic subgroups can have fewer votes. 3 In the previous sections we used "year" to denote p. We will use "year" and p interchangeably. 4 As pointed out by Douglas Adams in The Hitchhiker's Guide to the Galaxy: The
Restaurant at the End of the Universe, the third phase of every major galactic civilization is sophistication. 5 "Au théâtre, comme dans tous les arts, il y a les gens qui voient et les aveugles-nés.
II faut toute une vie à ces derniers pour s'habituer aux grandes choses et ce n'est qu'aprés avoir entendu rabâcher pendant cinquante ans: ceci est beau, qu'ils se rendent au jugement des autres". A 1923 quote from French theatre director charles ullin, cited in Bishop (1964) . 6 Many other scientific case-studies are discussed in, for example, Machamer et al. (2000) .
